Zeaxanthin-dependent non-photochemical quenching does not occur in Photosystem I in the higher plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*

Abstract

Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) is the process that protects the photosynthetic apparatus of plants and algae from photodamage by dissipating as heat the energy absorbed in excess. Studies on NPQ have almost exclusively focused on Photosystem II (PSII), as it was believed that no NPQ occurred in Photosystem I (PSI). Recently, Ballottari and coworkers (Ballottari M, et al. (2014) Regulation of photosystem I light harvesting by zeaxanthin. *Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A* 111(23): E2431-2438), analyzing PSI particles isolated from an *Arabidopsis thaliana* mutant that accumulates zeaxanthin constitutively, have reported that this xanthophyll can efficiently induce chlorophyll fluorescence quenching in PSI. In this work, we have checked the biological relevance of this finding by analyzing WT plants under high-light stress conditions. By performing time-resolved fluorescence measurements on PSI isolated from *Arabidopsis thaliana* wild-type in dark-adapted and high light-stressed (NPQ) states, we find that the fluorescence kinetics of both PSI are nearly identical. To validate this result *in vivo*, we have measured the kinetics of PSI directly on leaves in unquenched and NPQ states; again, no differences were observed. It is concluded that PSI does not undergo NPQ in biologically relevant conditions in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. The possible role of zeaxanthin in PSI photoprotection is discussed.
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Chapter 5

Introduction

Photosystem I (PSI) is a crucial pigment-binding protein complex for oxygenic photosynthetic organisms. It absorbs sunlight and uses the photo-energy to perform charge separation, which further drives electron transportation from the luminal side of membrane to the stromal side. This light-driven process is a key step in photosynthetic electron transfer pathways. In higher plant, PSI comprises a core complex that holds P700, the reaction center (RC), and four light-harvesting complexes (Lhca 1-4) and coordinates at total of 155 chlorophylls (Chls) \(^{20,200}\). PSI has a very fast (<100ps) excited-state energy relaxation \(^{58,201}\) and it can generate electron-hole pair with near-unity quantum yield \(^{202,203}\). Its decay kinetics is virtually independent of the redox state of the RC as both P700 and P700\(^+\) are equally good quenchers \(^{201}\). The rapid kinetics dramatically reduces the yield of Chl triplet states, and then the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), one of the main causes of photodamage \(^{204}\). This makes PSI a very robust complex and the favorite system for biohybrid applications (e.g. \(^{205,206}\)). PSI is also resistant to high light (HL) stress. In vivo it is only damaged at low temperature and in the presence of an active PSII \(^{68,70}\). In contrast, PSII is sensitive to strong sunlight \(^{204,207}\).

Higher plants have evolved multiple mechanisms to avoid photodamage \(^{165,208}\). Among these, the process of NPQ is active in seconds/minutes and leads to a strong decrease of the excited state population in the membrane. It depends on the presence of the protein PsbS \(^{82}\) and the carotenoid zeaxanthin \(^{15}\). Both induce fluorescence quenching, but their molecular mechanisms are still under debate \(^{208}\). Until recently it was believed that both PsbS and zeaxanthin only act at the level of PSII, whilst PSI does not require any additional photoprotection since P700\(^+\) is an excellent quencher \(^{201}\). It was even proposed that P700\(^+\) could act as a quencher of the PSII excitation after association of PSII to PSI, in a process known as spillover \(^{209}\). Ballottari et al. \(^{210}\) have challenged this view by reporting that zeaxanthin-dependent quenching leads to a 30% reduction of the PSI functional antenna size. Considering the very fast PSI kinetics, this would require a strong quencher providing a quenching rate more than twice that observed for PSII \(^{190}\). In addition, the presence of quenching on PSI would have implications for the interpretation of fluorescence induction measurements, which are widely used to monitor photosynthesis in plants and algae and assume a constant fluorescence yield for PSI \(^{211}\). However, the conclusion of Ballottari et al. is based on the study of a PSI complex purified from the *Arabidopsis thaliana npq2* mutant, which contains a high level of zeaxanthin constitutively \(^{15}\). We have recently demonstrated in the case of PSII, that the constitutive presence of zeaxanthin leads to quenching effects that are not present under normal NPQ conditions \(^{131}\). In this work, we have checked the presence of zeaxanthin and quenching in PSI from WT plants in stress conditions. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements performed on isolated PSI complexes as well as in intact leaves in normal and NPQ conditions, indicate that zeaxanthin–dependent quenching is not active in PSI.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation

The PSI-LHCI complexes from Arabidopsis thaliana were purified from thylakoid membranes by following the standard methods as described previously \cite{131}, see an example in SI Figure 1A. The light stress was performed in the same way as in ref. \cite{131}. Both samples were further purified by a second sucrose density gradient, as shown in SI Figure 1B. After purification, SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie brilliant blue was performed as described in ref. \cite{184} to confirm the presence of antennas, see SI Figure 1C.

Pigment analysis

Pigments were extracted from the purified PSI-LHCI complexes with 80% acetone. Chl $a/b$ and Chls/carotenoid ratios were calculated by fitting the absorption spectrum of the pigment extract with the spectra of the individual pigments, and the relative amount of carotenoids was determined by HPLC, details can be found in ref. \cite{131}.

Circular dichroism and Absorption measurement

The Circular-dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded using a Chirascan-Plus spectropolarimeter (Applied Photophysics) at 20 °C. The OD of the samples was around 0.8 at the maximum of the Qy band with 1 cm light path. Absorption spectra were collected with a Varian Cary 4000 UV-Vis-spectrophotometer at room temperature.

In vitro time-resolved fluorescence measurement

Time-resolved fluorescence decay of PSI-LHCI super-complexes were recorded with a Hamamatsu C5680 synchroscan streak camera, combined with a Chromex 250IS spectrograph. A grating of 50 grooves/mm and blazed wavelength 600 nm was used with the central wavelength set at 720 nm during the measurement. Each image covers a spectral width of 260 nm (for details see ref. \cite{212}). Excitation light was vertically polarized, the spot size diameter was typically ~100 μm and the laser repetition rate was tunable from 10 kHz to 300 kHz.

Excitation wavelength of 400 nm was chosen. The laser repetition rate was set to 250 kHz and the laser power was set to 100 μW. A time window 1 (~160 ps) was used. Each measurement contains 25 minutes CCD exposure time in total. ~1 ml samples with optical density of 2 at 677 nm was measured, which was magnetically stirred in a cuvette (1 cm × 1 cm × 4 cm) with speed 1500 rpm. Samples were kept at 4 °C in measurements to avoid PSI-LHCI complex disassemble.

The averaged image was corrected for background and shading, and then sliced into traces of ~3 nm width.

About the time resolved fluorescence measurement, it is known that annihilation can dramatically accelerate the quenching kinetics \cite{213,214}. Therefore, in our measurements, excitation intensity lower than the annihilation threshold was used, see power dependent...
studies in the SI Figure 2A. Additionally, care was taken to avoid significant re-absorption in the measurements, see SI Figure 2B.

**In vivo time-resolved fluorescence measurement**

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements on leaves was made using a time-correlated single photon counting setup as described previously with modifications as described below. The setup consisted of a CW frequency-doubled Nd: YVO4 laser (Verdi V-10; Coherent), that pumped a Ti: Sapphire oscillator (Tsunami; Spectra Physics) to produce ultra-short pulses (80 fs) at 820 nm (repetition rate of \(\sim 81\) MHz). These pulses were fed into a synchronously pumped Ring-OPO (APE OPO), where parametric amplification and SHG (second harmonic generation) occurred to deliver 300 fs pulses of a tunable wavelength (530–750 nm). Excitation at 650 nm was used for these measurements to excite Chl b preferentially. The repetition rate was then reduced by a Pulse Picker (Spectra Physics) to 4 MHz. The measurements were done for open (\(F_0\), WT_open), closed (\(Fm\), WT_UQ), quenched state (\(Fm'\), WT_Q) and recovered states (WT_R). Detached plant leaves were placed between two glass plates and mounted in the rotation cuvette (diameter = 10 cm, thickness 1 mm). The cuvette was rotating at 760 rpm and oscillating sideways (78 rpm). Fluorescence was measured in a front-face arrangement from the upper side of the leaves.

1) To measure on leaves with closed PSII reaction centers (closed state) the leaves were incubated for 12 hours in sucrose (0.3 M) with addition of 50 \(\mu\)M DCMU. Time-resolved fluorescence decays were measured at twelve detection wavelengths (between 675 and 700 nm with wavelength step of 5 nm and between 710-760 nm with wavelength step of 10 nm). To achieve full closure of the PS II RCs during the measurement, an additional blue LED light of very low intensity (~50 \(\mu\)mol photons·m\(^{-2}\)·s\(^{-1}\)) was used to pre-illuminate leaves just before detection of the signal.

2) Light-adaptation for the \(Fm'\) state was carried out using a mixed array plate of red high intensity light-emitting diodes providing 700 \(\mu\)mol photons·m\(^{-2}\)·s\(^{-1}\). Measurements were started after 60 minutes of illumination after quenching level was stabilized. For closing all PSII RCs under quenched conditions before entering the measuring light an additional blue high intensity LED was focused on a 1 cm diameter spot right above the fluorescence excitation laser light pulses (1.5 mm diameter). Time-resolved fluorescence decays were measured at eleven detection wavelengths (between 676 and 700 nm with wavelength step of 6 nm and between 710-760 nm with wavelength step of 10 nm).

3) To confirm that there was no strong effect of photoinhibition in quenched state, control measurements in open (\(F_0\)) and recovered (WT_R) states were also done on the leaves used for the \(Fm'\) experiment at PSII emission maxima (682 nm). Fo was measured in complete darkness after dark-adaptation overnight before the \(Fm'\) experiment. The excitation power was 20 \(\mu\)W. Preliminary checks with different powers and repetition rates were done to ensure that the PS II RCs were indeed open. The measurements in
recovered state were done on the same leaves with the same settings after 1 hour in darkness after Fm’ measurement.

To measure DAS for one state per sample took 2-3 hours. The measurement time at a single wavelength was limited maximally to 15 minutes, to avoid changes in the leaves due to prolonged measurement in the rotating cuvette. All \emph{in vivo} measurements were performed at RT.

\textbf{Global analysis of the time-resolved fluorescence traces}

All time-resolved fluorescence data were globally analyzed with either the R package TIMP based Glotaran \textsuperscript{216} or the “TRFA Data Processing Package” of the Scientific Software Technologies Center (Belarusian State University, Minsk, Belarus)\textsuperscript{217}. The methodology of global analysis is described in ref. \textsuperscript{218}. In short, a number of parallel, non-interacting kinetic components was used as a kinetic model, so the total dataset was fitted with function \( f(t, \lambda) \):

\[
    f(t, \lambda) = \sum_{i=1,2,\ldots}^N \text{DAS}_i(\lambda) \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_i}\right) \otimes \text{irf}(t, \lambda),
\]

where DAS\(_i\) (Decay Associated Spectra) is the amplitude factor associated with a decay component \( i \) having a decay lifetime \( \tau_i \) and irf \( (t, \lambda) \) is estimated during the fitting in the case of streak camera measurement and measured by scattering light in case of TCSPC. Typical FWHM values of the irf were 4.0±0.6 ps for streak and 28±2 ps for TCSPC.

\textbf{Results and Discussion}

In order to check if the quenching mechanism proposed for the npq2 mutant plays a role in WT plants under NPQ conditions, we have purified PSI from \emph{Arabidopsis thaliana} WT plants grown in normal conditions (PSI-LHCI) or subjected to a short high-light stress, which induces NPQ \textsuperscript{131} (sPSI-LHCI). The thylakoid membranes were then mildly solubilized and the complexes purified by sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation (c.f. SI Figure 1A and B), a procedure that was shown to maintain the association of zeaxanthin with the PSII complexes \textsuperscript{131}. The protein composition of the purified complexes was analyzed by SDS-PAGE that confirmed the presence of the main PSI subunits in both preparations (SI Figure 1C).
Figure 1. Steady state characterization of isolated PSI-LHCl (black) and sPSI-LHCl (red)

(A) Circular Dichroism spectra and (B) absorption spectra. In (C) the absorbance difference spectrum (PSI-LHCl minus sPSI-LHCl) in the carotenoid region is shown.

Figure 1A shows that the circular dichroism (CD) and absorption spectra of the two complexes are virtually identical in the red region of the spectrum (Figure 1B), indicating that the Chl composition and organization of the two PSI-LHCl are the same. Pigment analysis shows that their Chl \(a/b\) ratio (8.4) is also identical (Table 1), and that sPSI-LHCl contains zeaxanthin (1.65 molecule per complex), while this xanthophyll is absent in PSI-LHCl, which instead contains a higher amount of violaxanthin, in line with previous results \(^{170,219}\). This difference in carotenoid composition is reflected by the small differences in the blue region of their absorption spectra. The PSI-LHCl minus sPSI-LHCl spectrum (Figure 2C) is positive at 490nm, where violaxanthin absorbs, and negative at 505nm, where zeaxanthin absorbs \(^{26}\).
Table 1. Pigment compositions of isolated PSI from WT, HL-stressed WT *Arabidopsis thaliana*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Chl a/b</th>
<th>Chls/cars</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>β-C</th>
<th>Chl b</th>
<th>Chl a</th>
<th>Tot. Chl*</th>
<th>Tot. Car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSI-LHCI</td>
<td>8.39 ±0.04</td>
<td>4.49 ±0.01</td>
<td>0.70 ±0.11</td>
<td>4.60 ±0.11</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>19.09 ±0.13</td>
<td>16.51 ±0.08</td>
<td>138.49 ±0.08</td>
<td>155 ±0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sPSI-LHCI</td>
<td>8.41 ±0.06</td>
<td>4.33 ±0.03</td>
<td>0.56 ±0.02</td>
<td>2.81 ±0.09</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>19.94 ±0.53</td>
<td>16.47 ±0.11</td>
<td>138.53 ±0.11</td>
<td>155 ±0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(N, neoxanthin; V, violaxanthin; L, lutein; Z, zeaxanthin; β-C, β-Carotene; ±, SD, n=3), *Based on the crystal structure 20.*

PSI-LHCI has a very fast excited-state energy relaxation, typically <100 ps, as pointed out by many time-resolved fluorescence studies (e.g. 58,220,221). In higher plants, the overall trapping in PSI cores takes place in ~18 ps 220,222, while the peripheral antennae slow this process down to ~48 ps 56,223. The presence of efficient quenching processes would lead to both a decrease in the excited state lifetime and to a change in the spectra.
Figure 2. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements of isolated PSI complexes

(A) Streak camera image of isolated PSI from dark adapted Arabidopsis thaliana (PSI-LHCI) and (B) the one of PSI from high light stressed Arabidopsis thaliana (sPSI-LHCI). (C) Decay-associated spectra (DAS), which are normalized to their time zero emission. The corresponding lifetimes are indicated in the figure. (D) Wavelength dependence of the average lifetime calculated excluding the ns process, see main text for explanation.

To test the effect of the presence of zeaxanthin on the kinetics of isolated complexes, we performed picosecond time-resolved fluorescence measurement with a streak camera setup on PSI-LHCI and sPSI-LHCI. A broad red emission spectrum ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 735$ nm) was recorded for each sample. The images, presented in Figure 2A&B, are virtually identical, which indicates the high similarity of the fluorescence kinetics of the two complexes.

To get more detailed information, the fluorescence decay kinetics of PSI-LHCI and sPSI-LHCI were analyzed globally. Four components with lifetimes of 4.8-5.0 ps, 17 ps, 64-66 ps and a very small amplitude of nanosecond component, describe the data of both complexes (for the quality of the fitting see SI Figure 3 and SI Figure 4). The resulting decay associated spectra (DAS) are shown in Figure 2C. The results are consistent with previous reports in terms of both spectra and lifetimes.\textsuperscript{222,224}
Figure 3. Results of time resolved fluorescence of leaves from Arabidopsis thaliana in different fluorescence states

(A) The normalized decay traces of leaves in unquenched state (WT_UQ), quenched state (WT_Q), recovery (WT_R) and open state (WT_open) at 680 nm. (B) Decay-associated spectra (DAS) of leaves in unquenched state, with the PSII RC closed by DCMU. (C) DAS of leaves in NPQ state and (D) the PSI DAS of 80 ps for the unquenched and quenched states, normalized to their maximum.

The fast (4.8 or 5.0 ps) component has a conserved DAS with a positive peak around 690 nm and a negative one around 710 nm and to a large extent reflects the energy equilibration between the core complex and antennae. The DAS of 17 ps is positive overall but it has a dip in the far-red part of the spectrum (~730 nm). It corresponds to an overall charge separation process from the core pigments (positive peak at 690 nm) at an early stage before the complete equilibration of the system, mixed with a slow (>5 ps) energy transfer from high energy to low energy Chl species. The DAS of the 63 ps component is positive and shows two main peaks at 690 nm and 723 nm. It represents the main trapping component from the equilibrated system. The ns component, which has a very small amplitude (<3%), has spectra (see SI Figure 5) and lifetime similar to those of LHCI and it is thus attributed to the presence of a small population of disconnected antenna in the preparation. This is consistent with the change in the rel. amplitude of this component in different preparations (see 56,222). The average PSI lifetimes are calculated as
<τ(λ)> = ∑A_i(λ)τ_i / ∑A_i(λ), and are plotted in Figure 2D showing that also the wavelength-dependence of the average lifetime is identical for the two complexes. In conclusion, both lifetimes and spectra are indistinguishable for PSI-LHCI and sPSI-LHCI, indicating that zeaxanthin does not induce quenching in PSI-LHCI isolated from stressed plants.

To check if the same is true in vivo, or if the presence of other components/factors, especially the protein PsbS, could activate PSI quenching, we measured the PSI kinetics directly on intact leaves under conditions in which the reaction center of PSII is fully oxidized (closed) but in the absence of NPQ (dark adapted state WT_UQ, unquenched) or in its presence (actinic light on, WT_Q, quenched), see Figure 3. These two states correspond to the maximal fluorescence (F_m) measured with PAM in dark (F_m) and light (F_m'), respectively. An example of traces detected at 680nm is shown in Figure 3A. Clearly, the fluorescence of leaves in quenched state decays much faster than that of the unquenched leaves when PSII is closed. To check the presence of possible photoinhibitory effects induced by the actinic light used to induce quenching, we recorded the kinetics of the leaves when the reaction centers are reduced (open states corresponding to F_0), before (WT_open) and after (WT_R, recovery) the induction of quenching. The overlap between the decay curves indicates that the actinic light did not induce any visible damage.

The DAS resulting from the global analysis of the data collected at 11 wavelengths in the 675-760 nm range (for the quality of the fits see SI Figure 6) are shown in Figure 3B for the unquenched leaves and in Figure 3C for the quenched ones. Five components, with lifetimes ranging from 78 ps to 4.8 ns were resolved for the unquenched leaves, while six components with lifetimes from 11 ps to 0.89 ns were needed to achieve a satisfactory fitting for leaves in quenched state. Assignments of these components to PSI or PSII (indicated in the figures) were made based on their spectra and lifetimes as previously reported. Unambiguously, the PSI kinetics is reflected by the 80 ps component, which is a typical lifetime for PSI in vivo and has the typical PSI spectrum, characterized by a strong far-red emission especially pronounced because of the unavoidable re-absorption when measuring leaves. In both WT_UQ and WT_Q states, the spectra and the lifetimes are virtually identical (see Figure 3D). This would not be the case if the quenching process proposed by Ballottari et al., which occurs at the level of the Lhcas antenna, would be active in leaves as it would lead to a shortening of the lifetime and a blue shift of the spectrum. The results thus clearly indicate that not only zeaxanthin-dependent quenching is not occurring in PSI, but also that PsbS-dependent quenching, which is active in vivo in the conditions used for the measurements, does not affect the lifetime of PSI. NPQ selectively targets PSII, as shown by the dramatic quenching effect on the PSII-related lifetimes (see Figure 3A, B, C). Our results are in agreement with previous in vivo measurements that could be satisfactory fitted without introducing PSI quenching.
If the zeaxanthin-quenching in PSI is negligible as shown here, how can the observed sensitivity to high light of PSI in vivo in the absence of this xanthophyll be explained? One possibility is the effect of an unregulated electron flow coming from PSII. NPQ in the npq1 mutant is largely suppressed, therefore, an overflow of electrons to PSI might take place, resulting in a damage of its Fe-S centers. This is in line with the recent proposal that NPQ and photoinhibition of PSII protect PSI. A second possibility is related to the larger antioxidant capacity of zeaxanthin compared to other xanthophylls. Indeed, it is known that zeaxanthin accumulated under HL in WT can dramatically reduce photoxidation of proteins and lipids and thus also protect PSI.

In summary, we show that neither in vitro nor in vivo the presence of Zea directly influences the fluorescence kinetics of PSI in HL-exposed WT plants. In addition, the absence of PSI quenching observed in leaves, under conditions in which the PsbS-dependent quenching is active at the level of PSII, also indicates that PSI is not the direct target of this type of quenching.
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SI Figure 1. Purification of the photosynthetic complexes

(A) WT-thylakoid membrane as an example of sucrose gradient. (B) The band of PSI-LHCI complex was collected and used to run a second sucrose gradient. (C) SDS-PAGE shows the protein composition of the purified PSI-LHCI supercomplexes from control and stressed (s) plants. The additional bands observed in the sPSI-LHCI fraction belong to the ATP synthase, which does not contain pigments and then does not influence the spectroscopic characterization of the complex (SI Figure 1C).

SI Figure 2.

(A) Laser power dependent decay curves of PSI-LHCI at 680 nm upon 400 nm excitation. (B) Reconstructed steady state fluorescence from streak images of PSI-LHCI that were collected with three different concentrations.
Power dependent study shows that our measuring conditions are annihilation free (see SI Figure 2A) and that there is no visible re-absorption (see SI Figure 2B).

SI Figure 3.
Fitting qualities of global analysis for time-resolved fluorescence of PSI-LHCI (measured with streak camera): the decay traces and fittings were shown on top of each other in the same color.

SI Figure 4.
Fitting qualities of global analysis for time-resolved fluorescence of sPSI-LHCI (measured with streak camera): the decay traces and fittings were shown on top of each other in the same color.
SI Figure 5. The DAS of ns component in PSI-LHCl and sPSI-LHCl.
SI Figure 6. The fluorescence decay traces (measured with TCSPC) of intact leaves under UQ and Q states and their fits

Three wavelengths were shown as examples, also shown the residuals and autocorrelations of the fit (see the middle and lowest panel in each subfigure).
Our unique cuvette